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Introductory Message 

For the facilitator: 

Welcome to the MAPEH Grade 10 Self-Learning Module (SLM) on the Elements of 

Music in the 20th Century! 

This module was collaboratively designed, developed and reviewed by educators both 

from public and private institutions to assist you, the teacher or facilitator in helping 

the learners meet the standards set by the K to 12 Curriculum while overcoming 

their personal, social, and economic constraints in schooling.  

This learning resource hopes to engage the learners into guided and independent 

learning activities at their own pace and time. Furthermore, this also aims to help 

learners acquire the needed 21st century skills while taking into consideration their 

needs and circumstances. 

 

What I Need to Know 

This module was designed and written with you in mind. It is here to help you 

master the elements of music in the 20th century. The scope of this module 

permits it to be used in many different learning situations. The language used 

recognizes the diverse vocabulary level of students. The lessons are arranged 

to follow the standard sequence of the course. But the order in which you read 

them can be changed to correspond with the textbook you are now using. 

After going through this module, you are expected to: 

• Describe the distinctive musical elements of given pieces in 20th 
century styles; MU10TC-Ia-h-2 

• Explain the performance practice (setting, composition, role of 
composers/performers, and audience) of 20th century music; MU10TC-
Ib-g-4 

•  

Learning Objectives:  

• Identify the distinctive musical elements of given pieces in 20th-
century styles. 

• Listen to selected music of the 20th Century and describes distinctive 
musical elements of given pieces in 20th-century styles; 

• Identify the performance practice of the selected composers in terms of 

(setting, composition, role of composers/performers, and audience) of 
20th century music.  
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What I Know 

Choose the letter of the best answer. Write the chosen letter on a separate sheet of 

paper. 

 

1. Impressionism uses a tonic-dominant relationship, which usually gives the 

feeling of finality to a piece. This statement refers to  

a. Form.   c. Melody.  

b. Harmony.    d. Rhythm.  

 

2. The chords are overlapping lightly with each other new subtle musical 

colors. This characteristic of 20th-century music refers to 

a. Avant-garde   c. electronic music 

b. Chance music  d. Impressionism 

 

3. Claude Debussy avoided rhythmic pulses and preferred free form for the 

themes to develop. What does this statement want to tell us? 

a. Rhythm is the main element of his works. 

b. He used free instead of using rhythmic pulses. 

c. Themes are presented according to tempos 

d. Themes are presented according to key signatures 

4. Who among these 20th-century composers utilized changing meters and 

sharp syncopations in his works? 

a. Bela Bartok   c. Leonard Bernstein 

b. Claude Debussy  d. Philip Glass 

5. Which of the following 20th-century styles combines tonal harmonies with 

slight dissonances? 

a. Electronic Music  c. Neo-Classicism 

b. Modern Nationalism d. Primitivism 

6. Which of the following statements will best describe Avant-Garde music? 

a. Avant-Garde music uses unconventional methods of sound and form.  

b. Avant-garde music uses dramatic contrasts of dynamics and pitch. 

c. Avant-Garde music has one mood throughout the entire piece. 

d. Avant-Garde music has new subtle musical colors. 

7. Bernstein displays a tuneful, off-beat, and highly atonal approach to the 

songs. The elements involved here are 

a.  Harmony    c. Rhythm 

b.  Melody    d. Timbre 
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8. This 20th-century music style made extensive use of polytonality. It is a kind 

of atonality that simultaneously uses two or more tonal centers. This style 

refers to  

a. Electronic music   c. Neo Classicism 

b. Modern nationalism  d. Primitivism 

9. In musique concrete, the composer can experiment with different sounds 

that cannot be produced by any musical instrument. The statement refers 

to what elements of music? 

a. Form     c. Rhythm 

b. Harmony     d. Timbre 

10. The sounds emanate from the surroundings, both natural and human-

made, such as honking cars, rustling leaves, blowing wind, dripping water, 

or a ringing phone.  The statement refers to what elements of music? 

a. Form     c. Rhythm 

b. Melody    d. Timbre  

11. Which of the following degrees shows the symbol of Sub-dominant? 

a. ii      c. V 

b. IV     d. vi 

12. The chord progression in the 2oth century usually ends in 

a. Mediant    c. leading tone 

b. Dominant    d. sub dominant 

13. This property of rhythm refers to the speed of a musical composition. 

a. Beat     c. syncopation 

b. Pulse     d. tempo 

14. These are conflicting sounds or a lack of harmony in music that helps to 

create tension and a sense of motion in compositions. 

a. Dissonant    c. 7th chords 

b. Broken chords   d. Major chords 

15. Syncopation is associated with 

a. Form     c. Rhythm 

b. Melody    d. Timbre 
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Lesson 

1 
Elements of Music in the 

20th Century 

 

Hi! Before we proceed to our new lesson, let us have a review of the elements of 

music!  

 

What’s In 

 

Elements of Music: Reference: The Oxford Dictionary of literary Terms 

1. Rhythm- is the pattern of sounds perceived as the recurrence of equivalent 

'beats' at equal intervals.   

2. Melody- is a sequence of notes that makes a recognizable musical pattern. 

3. Harmony-is a structure of chords and the relationships between them. 

4. Form-is the order of melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic events (or the text) in 

a piece. Letters (i.e., A, B, C) used to designate musical divisions brought 

about by the repetition of melodic material or the presentation of new, 

contrasting material.  

5. Timbre-is the distinctive character or quality of a musical or vocal sound apart 

from pitch and intensity. 

 

Degree of Scales! 

Study the chords and the symbols used in the illustration.  

         

Every major and minor scale has eight notes (shaded). These individual notes are 

called degrees of the scale. The keys written in capital letters are Major keys, and 

those keys written in small letters are minor. The 7th key is known as diminish 

due to the interval between the root and the 5th.  

Note 1 – Tonic   Note 5 – Dominant 

Note 2 – Supertonic  Note 6 – Submediant 

Note 3 – Mediant   Note 7 – Leading Note 

Note 4 – Subdominant  Note 8 – Tonic 
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What’s New 

 

Now, get ready to know the ways how the 20th century composers experimented on 

the elements of music that never happen before. I hope you have internet connectivity 

to enjoy watching and listening to performances and giving you enough 

understanding of the topic. 

 

The Impressionists 

  20th-century music is known as impressionism. It is a French movement in 

the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Tune in this period uses extensive colors and 

effects, unclear melodies, and innovative chords and progressions, leading to mild 

dissonances. 

  In impressionism, the sounds of different chords overlapped lightly with each 

other to produce new subtle musical colors. Chords did not have a definite order and 

a sense of fair resolution. The harmonic feature of this period is the tonic-dominant 

relationship. It typically gives the feeling of finality to a piece, moods and textures, 

harmonic vagueness about the structure of certain chords, and use of the whole-

tone scale. Most of the impressionist works centered on nature and its beauty, 

lightness, and brilliance. Some outstanding impressionists created works on this 

subject.  

 

Claude Debussy is a French composer and one of the most 

important and influential of the 20th century. He was the 

primary advocate of the impressionist movement and the 

focal point for other impressionist composers. Debussy 

changed the course of musical development by dissolving 

traditional rules and conventions into a new language of 

possibilities in harmony, rhythm, form, texture, and color. 

Debussy's compositions deviated from the usual rhythm of 

the romantic period. They were seen by how he avoided 

rhythmic pulses and preferred free form and developed his 

themes. Claire de Lune "moonlight" is one of his 

compositions with the influence of poetry, visual arts, and music of the Baroque 

period. This piece is the third part of a suite entitled “Suite Bergamasque," which 

refers to a type of medieval dance. Claire de Lune is a reflection of sadness in one's 

life though in the midst of a festive atmosphere. 

  Now let us listen to one of the works of Debussy’s composition entitled Claire 

de Lune https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9ihn4j7RhE&t=429s 

 

1. Are there images formed mind while listening to the piece? Does it give 

intense metric pulses? 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9ihn4j7RhE&t=429s
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Joseph Maurice Ravel is a French composer whose works 

style of music characterized by its uniquely innovative but 

not atonal style of harmonic treatment, defined with 

intricate and sometimes modal melodies, and extended 

chordal components. It demands considerable technical 

virtuosity from the performer, which is the character, 

ability, or skill of a virtuoso—a person who excels in 

musical technique or execution. One of his famous 

compositions is Pavane for a Dead Princess. The story 

behind this piece was not mourning a dead princess, but 

a longing daydream of something a sixteenth-century 

Spanish princess might have danced too. Here is a recording of Pavane for a Dead 

Princess https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKkeDqJBlK8 

 

1. How did the tempo or the speed of his composition help to characterize the 

piece? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Meet Bartok! 

 

  Primitivistic music is tonal through the asserting of one-note as more 

important than the others. This music is closely linked to Exoticism when it means 

different from other cultures that use indigenous materials to specific countries and 

Ethnicism through the use of materials from European ethnic groups. Two well-

known proponents of this style were Stravinsky and Bela Bartok. It eventually 

evolved into Neo-classicism. 

Bela Bartok, a Hungarian composer who published 

his first collection of 20 Hungarian folk songs with his 

fellow composer Kodaly, in 1906. He employed lively 

rhythms where changing meters and sharp 

syncopations. Now let us listen to Bartok’s 

composition entitled Sonatina. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=raIdacyJtf4 

 

 

 

• What can you say about the rhythm?  

_____________________________________________________________________ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKkeDqJBlK8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=raIdacyJtf4
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Meet the Neo-Classicist! 

Neo-classicism was a moderating factor between the emotional excesses of the 

Romantic period and the violent impulses of the soul in expressionism. It was, in 

essence, a partial return to an earlier style of writing, particularly the tightly knit 

form of the Classical period, while combining tonal harmonies with slight 

dissonances. 

Sergei Prokofieff is regarded today as a combination of 

neo-classicist, nationalist, and avant-garde composer. 

His style is uniquely recognizable for its progressive 

technique, pulsating rhythms, melodic directness, and a 

resolving dissonance. He wrote Peter and the Wolf, a 

lighthearted orchestral work intended for children, to 

appease the continuing government crackdown on avant-

garde composers.   

Now let us listen to the excerpt of Prokofieff’s composition 

entitled: Peter and the Wolf? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctsWdUaHsHM 

 

1. What kind of movie do we usually hear this kind of music? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What made this composition lively? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Meet the Avant-Garde! 

Closely associated with electronic music, the avant-garde movement dealt 

with the parameters or the dimensions of sound in space. The avant-garde style 

exhibited a new attitude toward musical mobility, whereby the order of note groups 

could be varied so that musical continuity will alter. Improvisation was a necessity 

in this style. Musicians do not follow the written musical scores.  For example, 

everyone expects a performer to play the piece from left to right or vice versa. Or the 

performer might turn the score over and go on dabbling indefinitely in whatever order 

before returning to the starting point.  

Leonard Bernstein is a conductor, pianist, composer, and lecturer. His philosophy 

was that the universal language of music is usually rooted in tonality. It means that 

the tonal relations, the notes, and chords within a given key can create tension or 

resolve it as they move away from or toward the tonic note and chord. Bernstein 

displayed a tuneful (melody), off-beat (rhythm), and highly atonal (harmony) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctsWdUaHsHM
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approach to the songs that can observed in his 

compositions such as the “West Side Story” 

Let us listen to his famous works entitled "Tonight"  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7jGAhfs2gs 

1. How did the work of Bernstein differ from Bartok? 

_______________________________________________________  

Modern Nationalism! 

A looser form of 20th-century music development focused on nationalist 

composers and musical innovators who sought to combine modern techniques with 

folk materials. However, this common ground stopped there, for the different breeds 

of nationalists formed their writing styles. Bartok infused Classical techniques into 

his own brand of cross rhythms and shifting meters to demonstrate many barbaric 

and primitive themes that were Hungarian—particularly gypsy—in origin. Prokofieff 

used striking dissonances and Russian themes, and his music was generally witty, 

bold, and at times colored with humor. 

Nikolai Rimsky Korsakov used striking dissonances and 

Russian themes, and his music was generally witty, bold, and 

at times colored with humor. Together with Bartok, Prokofieff 

made extensive use of polytonality, a kind of atonality that uses 

two or more tonal centers simultaneously. An example of this 

style is Prokofieff’s Visions Fugitive. The piece seems to be 

performed around a fugitive tonality, which means the 

composer did not use many chords to make his work beautiful. 

Let us listen to his famous works entitled Visions Fugitive. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lPxIT7xZdNY 

1. The piece very short.  How did the composer make use of the chords? 

 

Activity 8: Electronic Music! 

Music that uses the tape recorder is called musique concrete, or concrete music. 

Different sounds heard in the environment are recorded, bustle traffic, sound of the 

wind, the barking of dogs, the strumming of a guitar, or the cry of an infant. The 

composer arranges these sounds in different ways, such as by playing the tape 

recorder in its fastest or reverse mode. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7jGAhfs2gs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lPxIT7xZdNY
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In musique concrete, the composer can experiment with sounds that cannot be 

produced by traditional musical instruments such as the 

piano or the violin.  

Edgard Varèse was born on December 22, 1883. He was 

considered an "innovative French-born composer." However, 

he spent the greater part of his life and career in the United 

States, where he pioneered and created new sounds bordered 

between music and noise. An emphasis on timbre and rhythm 

characterizes the musical compositions of Varese. He 

invented the term "organized sound," which means that 

certain timbres and rhythms are in a group to capture a whole 

new definition of sound. Although his complete surviving 

works are scarce, he has recognized to have influenced several significant composers 

of the late 20th Century.    

Now let us listen to Poem Electronique.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-R3F3ZVbi8 

Did you hear any tune from his composition? 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

____________________ 

What are these sounds? 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Take A Chance! 

Chance music refers to a style wherein the piece always sounds different at every 

performance—the use of ring modulators or natural elements that become a part of 

the music. Sounds are emanating from the surroundings, both real and human-

made, such as honking cars, rustling leaves, blowing wind, dripping water, or a 

ringing phone. As such, there will be no duplication of sounds as each happens by 

chance. 

John Cage was known as one of the 20th-century composers 

with the broadest array of sounds in his works. He is one of 

the original composers in the history of western music. He 

challenged the very idea of music by manipulating musical 

instruments to achieve new sounds. He experimented with 

what came to be known as "chance music." In one instance, 

Cage created a "prepared" piano, where screws and pieces of 

wood or paper were inserted between the piano strings to 

produce different percussive possibilities.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-R3F3ZVbi8
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The prepared piano style found its way into Cage's Sonatas and Interludes (1946–

1948), a cycle of pieces containing a wide range of sounds, lyrical themes, and 

hypnotic quality. His involvement with Zen Buddhism inspired him to compose 

Music of Changes (1951), written for conventional piano, that employed chance 

compositional processes. 

Now let us listen to CONCERT FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA, 1958 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9pC_LgNyOw 

 

How did the musicians play their instruments? 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

In part of the module, you will see the performance practices of the composers and 

their compositions in terms setting , role of composers and performers and 

audience. 

IMPRESSIONISM IMPRESSIONISM 

CLAUDE DEBUSSY (1862–1918) MAURICE RAVEL (1875–1937) 

SETTING SETTING 

● His works began to feature 

increasingly in concert programs at 

home and overseas. 

● In the opera 

● In the opera 

` COMPOSITION COMPOSITION 

● His musical compositions total 

more or less 227, including 

orchestral music, chamber music, 

piano music, operas, ballets, songs, 

and other vocal music. 

● Debussy's compositions deviated 

from the Romantic Period and were 

seen by how he avoided metric 

pulses and preferred free form and 

developed his themes. 

● The gamelan is an ensemble with 

bells, gongs, xylophone, and 

occasional vocal parts, which he 

later used in his works to achieve a 

new sound. 

 

 

● Ravel's compositional style has the 

character by its uniquely 

innovative but not atonal form of 

harmonic treatment. Defined with 

intricate and sometimes modal 

melodies and extended chordal 

components 

● The harmonic progressions and 

modulations are not only musically 

satisfying but also pleasantly 

dissonant and elegantly 

sophisticated.  

● His refined delicacy and color, 

contrasts and effects add to the 

difficulty in the proper execution of 

the musical passages. The 

extensive use of programmatic 

nature, wherein visual imagery is 

either suggested or portrayed. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9pC_LgNyOw
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ROLE OF COMPOSERS/PERFORMERS ROLE OF COMPOSERS/PERFORMERS 

 

● He was the primary exponent of the 

impressionist movement and the 

focal point for other impressionist 

composers. 

 

● He changed the course of musical 

development by dissolving 

traditional rules and conventions 

into a new language of possibilities 

in harmony, rhythm, form, texture, 

and color. 

● Debussy was more spontaneous 

and liberal in form, and more 

casual in his portrayal of visual 

imagery. 

 

 

● It demands considerable technical 

virtuosity from the performer, 

which is the character, ability, or 

skill of a virtuoso—a person who 

excels in musical technique or 

execution.  

● Many of his works deal with water 

in its flowing or stormy moods as 

well as with human 

characterizations. 

● Ravel was very attentive to the 

classical norms of musical 

structure and the compositional 

craftsmanship. 

● Ravel was more formal and 

exacting in the development of his 

motive ideas. 

 

AUDIENCE AUDIENCE 

● For a specific social class ● Wealthy patrons created and 

funded nonprofit symphony 

orchestra that specialized in 

exalted music intended for a high 

social level of the listening 

audience.  

 

 

 

EXPRESSIONISM 

ARNOLD SCHOENBERG (1874-1951) 

SETTING 

● At the concert Halls 

COMPOSITION 

● His tonal preference gradually turned to the dissonant and atonal, as he 

explored the use of chromatic harmonies. 

● His musical compositions total more or less 213, which include concerti, 

orchestral music, piano music, operas, choral music, songs, and other 

instrumental music. 
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ROLE OF COMPOSERS/PERFORMERS 

● Schoenberg’s style was constantly undergoing development. From the early 

influences of Wagner, his tonal preference gradually turned to the dissonant 

and atonal, as he explored the use of chromatic harmonies. 

● Known with the establishment of the twelve-tone system 

AUDIENCE 

● Although full of melodic and lyrical interest, his music is extremely complex, 

creating heavy demands for the listener. His works met with extreme 

reactions and intense hostility from the general public or enthusiastic acclaim 

from his supporters. 

● The elite and appreciative audience 

 

1. ELECTRONIC MUSIC 

2. EDGARD VARESE (1883–1965) 

 

3. SETTING 

4. The concert hall and public site 

5. COMPOSITION 

6. An emphasis on timbre and rhythm characterizes the musical compositions of 

Varese. He invented the term "organized sound," which means that specific 

timbres and rhythms are together to capture a whole new definition of sound. 

7. ROLE OF COMPOSERS/PERFORMERS 

8. Varese’s use of new instruments and electronic resources made him the “Father 

of Electronic Music," and described as the “Stratospheric Colossus of Sound.” 

9. He pioneered and created new sounds that bordered between music and noise. 

10. AUDIENCE 

11. It's for the masses and the elite. 

 

CHANCE MUSIC 

JOHN CAGE (1912–1992) 

SETTING 

● Through electronics and concert-hall setting 

COMPOSITION 

● The prepared piano style found its way into Cage’s Sonatas 

and Interludes (1946–1948), a cycle of pieces containing a wide range of sounds, 

rhythmic themes, and hypnotic quality. 

● His involvement with Zen Buddhism inspired him to compose Music of Changes 

(1951), written for conventional piano, that employed chance compositional 

processes. 
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● Cage also advocated bringing real-life experiences into the concert hall. 

● He was considered more of a musical philosopher than a composer. His 

conception of what music can and should be has had a profound impact on his 

contemporaries. 

ROLE OF COMPOSERS/PERFORMERS 

● He challenged the very idea of music by manipulating musical instruments to 

achieve new sounds. He experimented with what came to be known as "chance 

music." 

AUDIENCE 

● Good breeding and higher social status 

 

 

What is It 

In this part of the lesson, I will be leading you to the analyses on how the 2oth century 

composers experimented on the elements of music. 

 

How did they make it?  Direction: Choose the letter of the best answer. Write the 

chosen letter on a separate sheet of paper. 

 

1. Impressionism uses a tonic-dominant relationship, which does not give the 

feeling of finality to a piece. This description tells us that the progression of 

chords is a property of harmony that generally ends with tonic. So, if in the 

key of C, the tonic is C (1st key), and the dominant (the 5th key) is G. We are 

used to ending in the tonic, but impressionism is not!    

  Based on the degree of scales, what are the chords in I and V? ___________ 

2. Claude Debussy avoided rhythmic pulses and preferred free form for the 

themes to develop. What element of music does the statement is saying? 

a. Harmony    c. Rhythm 

b. Melody      d. Timbre 

3.  Ravel's style possesses uniquely innovative but not atonal. The kind of 

harmonic treatment and clearly illustrated in his composition entitled "Pavane 

of a Dead Princess" What innovation did Ravel used? 

a. Slowly tempo    c. moderate  

b. Fast tempo   d. very fast 

4. Exoticism uses indigenous materials to specific countries and ethnicism use 

of materials from European ethnic groups.  The use of indigenous musical 

instruments is vital to give color to their works. The element of music this 

statement is referring to is 

a. Harmony    c. Rhythm 

b. Melody    d. Timbre 

5. Chance music is different from other styles in this period. There is no 

duplication of sounds as each happens by chance!  
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The beauty of this composition depends on the tone color of the sounds 

involved, which is also known as timbre. Who among the composers did 

this kind of music?   

a. Edgard Varese   c. Leonard Bersntein 

b. John Cage   d. Sergei Prokofieff 

 

“MY PLAN” 
Direction: Please answer the following questions below in your own words. 

 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. If you were to perform your music 
composition, which place would you like 

to show? 

 

2. What type of music in your composition 

which you want to present? 
 

3. How are you going to explore your 

composed song? 
 

4. Who do you think will be your target 

audience during your performance? 
 

5. If you were the composer, who among the 

composers would you like to adopt? Why? 
Explain briefly. 

 

 

 

What’s More 

  

Watch this video clip of West Side Story on YouTube.  Complete the sentences 
below that will best describe the performance practice of the play 

 
The text "I like to be in America" is a song from the musical "West Side 

Story" by Leonard Bernstein and Stephen Sondheim. The song deals with the great 

differences between white and non-white Americans.  

The setting of the musical is the West Side of New York City, a poor area where many 

Puerto Ricans live. This song is sung by different groups of Puerto Rican girls who 
have come from San Juan, the capital of Puerto Rico, to live in America. 

They compare the well-known version of the American Dream to the reality of their 

own experiences. 
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Here is the link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=_e2igZexpMs 
 

1.  The setting is _____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________  
 

2. Music compositional style sounds 

___________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Role of composer and lyricist 

_______________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

What I Have Learned 

Did you enjoy listening to selected musical compositions? Now, let us see how they 

experimented with the elements of rhythm, melody, harmony, tempo, and timbre in 

daring ways never attempted before. 

 

Music Chart! 

STYLES COMPOSER HOW DID THE ELEMENTS OF MUSIC WORK? 

Impressionism  Claude Debussy Rhythm 

Debussy avoided _______________ and preferred 

free form. 

Joseph Maurice 

Rave 

Harmony 

His works are uniquely innovative but not 

____________ style of harmonic treatment, 

Primitivism Bela Bartok, Rhythm 

He is known for employing lively rhythms where 

changing meters and sharp ____________. 

Neo-Classical Sergei Prokofieff Rhythm and harmony 

His style is uniquely recognizable for its 

progressive technique, pulsating __________, 

melodic directness, and a resolving __________. 

 

Avant-garde 

 Melody  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_e2igZexpMs
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Improvisation was a necessity in this style. 

Musicians do not follow the written 

__________________. 

 

Modern 

nationalism 

 

Bartok, 

Prokofieff and 

Korsakov 

 

Melody 

They made extensive use of ______________, a 

kind of atonality that uses two or more tonal 

centers simultaneously. 

 

 

Electronic 

Musique  

 

 

Edgard Varese 

Timbre and rhythm 

In musique concrete, the composer can 

experiment with sounds that cannot be 

produced by traditional _______________________ 

such as the piano or the violin.  

 

Chance  

 

John Cage 

Timbre 

The random techniques of production, including 

the use of _________________ or natural elements 

that become a part of the music. 

 

 

 

 

What I Can Do 

 

Hey! You may now leave for a while and do this part together with the 

assessment in the next module; Quarter 1 Module 6: 20TH CENTURY 

MUSIC PERFORMANCE. 
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Answer Key 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Pre- Assessment 

1. B 6. A     11. B 
2. D 7. B       12. B 

3. B 8. B     13. D 
4. A 9. D       14. A 
5. C 10.D      15. C 

 

What is It? 

1. C and G 
2. C 

3. A 
4. D 

5. B 

What’s More 

1. The play's setting is on stage, and the stage design reflects on the exact 

location of the story where it took place. 

2. The composition style reflects on the style of Bernstein 

which is a display of tuneful (melody), off-beat (rhythm), and 

highly atonal (harmony) approach to the songs that can 

observed in his compositions such as the “West Side Story” 

3. The role of the composer and lyricist is to elaborate the 

events of the story and translate some of the the dialogues 

into music. 

 

What I Have Leaned 

Impressionism   – metric pulse 

Impressionism/Ravel -atonal 

Primitivism  - syncopation 

Neo-Classical  -rhythmic and dissonance 

Avant-Garde  - musical score 

Modern nationalism -polytonality 

Electronic music - musical instruments 

Chance music  -ring modulators 
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